
Protocol Veri�cation with Heuristic Search: FirstResultsStefan Edelkamp Alberto Lluch LafuenteStefan LeueInstitut f�ur InformatikAlbert-Ludwigs-Universit�atGeorges-K�ohler-AlleeD-79110 FreiburgeMail: fedelkamp,lafuente,leueg@informatik.uni-freiburg.deOctober 9, 2000AbstractIn this paper we present the new protocol validator HSF-SPIN thatincorporates directed search for checking safety properties. Promela spec-i�cations are parsed into c++-code to serve as a general single-state prob-lem with start, goal, expand and estimator function to be solved withdi�erent heuristic search algorithms. The basic idea is to accelerate thesearch process into the direction of a speci�ed goal situation, which in thecase of protocol veri�cation is the set of errors. The explored part will besmaller than with classical approaches, allowing larger validations. If theestimate is a lower bound, optimal solutions will be found.The estimates exploit the representation of the protocol as commu-nicating processes with queues and �nite state machines. We evaluatethe impact of various heuristics in reducing the search tree on scalablebenchmark protocols. We also present a new search paradigm based onthe combination of partial and heuristic search.1 IntroductionConcurrent software systems [36] are erroneous and inherently complex to de-bug. Therefore, formal veri�cation techniques [32] have been developed to au-tomatically detect faults in the program speci�cation. In this paper the focus ison the veri�cation of communication protocols in searching assertion violationsand deadlocks [45]. A communication protocol [19] itself is viewed as a collec-tion of processes with one �nite state machines for each party of the protocol.1



Communication between two processes are either realized with queues or withglobal variables. Sending or receiving a message is an event that causes a statetransition, which in turn corresponds to a line of code in a given implementa-tion. The state space is represented as the cross product of the FSMs plus theinformation for the communication load.Formal veri�cation techniques would be useless if we always design correctprotocols. However, in practice even involved work in protocol speci�cationusually contains several bugs. This is due to the non-deterministic structureof concurrent communication processes that inherently call for a combinatorialexplosion. Therefore, simulating protocol execution on real-world data usuallycovers only a small fraction of the entire system.Critical safety and liveness properties can be addressed as temporal for-mulae based on a Kripke structure such that protocol veri�cation is in fact amodel checking problem. Model checking techniques branches into two di�erentapproaches: The �rst one, called symbolic model checking [37], uses binary deci-sion diagrams (BDDs [5]) to e�ciently represent huge sets of states. The secondone represents states explicitly and applies various single state space techniquessuch as partial order reduction [41] and partial search [25] to e�ciently traversethe search tree of the product automaton. The latter origins in linear timelogic (LTL [40]), while the former is rooted in branching time logic (CTL [38]).However, the di�erences in the temporal logics are not crucial. Both are con-tained in CTL* which in turn is part of the �-calculus [48]. When interestedin counterexamples both single state and symbolic exploration apply. Variousveri�cation tools for concurrent systems have been developed in the last decade,most notably the SPIN validator written by Holzmann at Bell Labs. The singlestate space approach in the tool opposes symbolic and theorem proving systemslike PVS [39], VIS [3], SMV [35], �cke [1], and bounded model checking [2].SPIN parses the expressive concurrent Promela protocol speci�cation lan-guage and (usually) applies the supertrace algorithm and sequential hashing toexamine various beams in the search trees up to a certain threshold depth [24].It applies partial order reduction [41] and bit-state hashing[25] compresses thestate description of several hundred bits down to only a few bits to build a hashtable with 220 entries and more. The search algorithm is not complete since notall synonyms are disambiguated. Moreover, through depth-�rst traversal, thelength of a witness of an error state is not minimal. However, SPIN succeeds in�nding bugs in large depths. This is due to the fact that the density of errorsin the cross product state space is quite high compared to single agent searchproblems, which usually have only one �nal state.We choose SPIN as a basis for our implementation and provide an interfacefor AI search methods that has ever since addressed huge problem spaces. Thefundamental search algorithm A* [20] is a variant of Dijkstra's single sourceshortest path algorithms with re-weighted edges according to additional searchinformation in form of estimation functions [10]. Current heuristic search tech-niques such as iterative deepening [27], transposition tables [43], �nite state ma-2



chine pruning [46], relevance cuts [26], symbolic representation [16] and memory-based heuristics [21] e�ectively solve problems with 1020 states and more, whichcompares with performance gains in symbolic model checking [6].The state space reduction in heuristic search algorithms depends on thequality of the heuristic estimate. We have developed di�erent heuristics for thesepurposes based on communication queue load, process activeness and distancesto dangerous FSM states from current ones.The article is structured as follows: First we take a closer look on com-munication protocols and their representations in Promela. Then we addressautomated protocol veri�cation in the new validator HSF-SPIN and implemen-tation issues of HSF with its general problem interface. Afterwards we presentdi�erent search heuristic search algorithms and di�erent heuristics and theirimpact is evaluated on two simple but scalable protocols.As an outlook we present the conception of a protocol workbench, that in-tegrates protocol design, parsing, validation and visualization. We use di�erentvisualization front-ends for the veri�cation tool such as VIP, XSPIN and VEGA.2 Communication Protocols2.1 Concurrent SystemsConcurrent systems have been formalized as �nite state systems F togetherwith a �nite set of propositions and a state labeling function L [41]. F ischaracterized by a �nite set of states S, a set of deterministic transactions T ,and an initial state s0. The mapping T is partial such that an action t canbe executed in s only if the set of preconditions pre(a) are ful�lled. The setsT , S and L can be used to de�ne formal speci�cation languages for transition,state, and propositional sequences to determine which of the generated labeledpaths satisfy a given formula. Concurrent systems can formalize the combinedbehavior of a �nite number of interacting sequential processes. For protocolveri�cation we prefer labeled transactions to refer to the process statement thatis represented by the transaction [22]. Process numbers denote the sequentialprocess that contains a speci�c statement.2.2 Protocol Speci�cation with PromelaA protocol in Promela is de�ned by a set of processes. A process consists ofstatements on a set of local and global variables. Furthermore, sending andreceiving messages via communication queues are supported. Promela providesa suitable speci�cation language for concurrent systems.To exemplify the notation we use the well-known dining philosopher problemposed by Dijkstra in 1965. We are confronted with n philosophers sitting arounda table and trying to have a lunch time between meditations. Each philosopher3



has each own meal (spaghetti) and there is a fork between each plate for a totalof n forks. Two forks (a left and a right one) are necessary and su�cient to starteating since the spaghetti are very slippery. The life of a philosopher consists ofalternate periods of lunch and meditation time. There is a need for a protocolto get and release the forks. The �rst obvious solution is following. To getthe forks the philosopher tries to take �rst the left fork and then tries to takethe other. After eating the philosopher can quitely release both forks. Thissolution has a an obvious deadlock: If each philosopher takes only its left forkthere is no further progress possible for requiring the other one. There are ofcourse deadlock-free and fair solutions to this solution of the dining philosophersolution is given in Table 1.#define MAX_PHILOSOPHERS 8mtype={fork}#define left forks[my_id]#define right forks[(my_id+1)%MAX_PHILOSOPHERS]chan forks[MAX_PHILOSOPHERS] = [1] of {bit};proctype philosopher(int my_id){ do::left?fork -> /* try to get left fork */right?fork; /* try to get right fork *//* eat... */left!fork; right!fork /* release forks *//* meditation... */od}init{ byte philosophers=MAX_PHILOSOPHERS;atomic{ do::philosophers>0 ->philosophers--;run philosopher(philosophers);forks[philosophers]!fork::philosophers==0 ->breakod}} Table 1: The dining philosopher problem speci�cation in Promela.The problem has been implemented in a pure message-passing form. The4



set of forks is represented as an array forks of queues of size 1. The only typeof message is to access or release a fork. For a philosopher i, forks[i] repre-sents the left fork and forks[(i+1)%MAX_PHILOSOPHERS)] represents the rightone. A philosopher is modeled as a process (proctype in Promela) that per-forms an endless loop. To grab a fork a philosopher tries to receive it from thecorresponding queue while releasing a fork corresponds to send a message. Re-ceive and send operations are expressed as queue?message and queue!message,respectively. Like all other Promela statements, these operations can block aprocess. The init process, implemented as an atomic statement, places allforks on the table and runs the philosophers.3 The Validator HSF-SPINHSF-SPIN merges the SPIN validation tool to inherit most of the e�ciencyand functionality of Holzmann's original source and with the Heuristic SearchFramework (HSF [13]) for single-agent exploration problems.For this aim we re�ned the state description to incorporate solution length in-formation, transition labels and predecessors for solution extraction. We newlyimplemented universal hashing, and provide an interface consisting of a nodeexpansion function, initial and goal speci�cation and, in order to direct thesearch, we realized di�erent heuristic estimates. HSF-SPIN also writes trailinformation to be visualized in the XSPIN interface. Since SPIN is a widelydistributed software package1 we briey present the HSF architecture.3.1 HSFHSF is an e�cient c++ workbench to de�ne and to solve challenging singleagent games like the (n2 � 1)-Puzzle [30], Sokoban [26], and Rubik's Cube [28].It further includes implementations for a generalization to the (n2 � 1)-Puzzleand some other intriguing tile and cube domains.HSF provides classical and extended AI search strategies and includes dif-ferent FSM duplicate pruning schemes. Since duplicate elimination is supposedto support only well-structured problems for our proposes we omit this featurefrom the system. It is designed to implement both new state space problemsand new search algorithms, combining the workbench design pattern of object-oriented programming [17] with e�ciency aspects found in implementations ofA* and IDA* for speci�c puzzles.We characterize the A* algorithm in an unusual but concise way on the basisof Dijkstra's algorithm to �nd shortest paths in (positively) weighted graphsfrom a start node s to a set of goal nodes T [10]. Dijkstra's algorithm uses apriority queue maintaining the set of currently reached yet unexplored nodes. Iff(u) denotes the total weight of the currently best explored path from s to some1http://netlib.bell-labs.com/netlib/spin/whatispin.html5



node u the algorithm always selects a node from the priority queue (the searchhorizon) with minimum f value for expansion, updates its successors' f -values,and transfers it to the set of visited nodes with established minimum cost path.Algorithm A* accommodates the information of the heuristic h(u), whichestimates the minimum cost of a path from node u to a goal node in T . Aheuristic h is called consistent if and only if w(u; v) � h(u) + h(v) � 0 forall u and v. It is called optimistic if it is a lower bound function. A* canbe cast as a search through a re-weighted graph. More precisely, the edgeweights w are replaced by new weights ŵ by adding the heuristic di�erence:ŵ(u; v) = w(u; v) � h(u) + h(v). At each instant of time in the re-weightedDijkstra algorithm, the merit f of a node u is the sum of the new weights alongthe currently cheapest path explored by the algorithm.By this transformation, negative weights can be introduced. Nodes that havealready been expanded might be encountered on a shorter path. Thus, contraryto Dijkstra's algorithm, A* deals with them by possibly re-inserting nodes fromset of already expanded nodes into the set of horison nodes (re-opening).On every path p from s to u the accumulated weights in the two graph struc-tures di�er by h(s) and h(u) only, i.e., w(p) = ŵ(p)�h(u)+h(s). Consequently,re-weighting cannot lead to negatively weighted cycles so that the problem re-mains (optimally) solvable. One can show that given a optimistic heuristic thesolution returned by the algorithm is indeed a shortest one.A state in HSF is a quadruple: the packed state description for compactlyand uniquely memorizing problem states and the f -value as the sum of generat-ing path length and the estimate to a goal state. For tracing the solution pathwe additionally store the predecessor and the transition from the predecessorto the state. The lists of expanded and generated states are stored in a tableand a hash function spreads packed states to the available table indices. Hashconicts are resolved by chaining.The directed exploration algorithms use the pre-speci�ed abstract class in-terface of a single agent search problem as presented in Table 2.Similarily, all search methods and state space problems are speci�ed byvirtual methods. For the former this is the method search. In A* (cf. Table 3)this function takes the initial state and expands one states one after another untilthe priority queue gets empty or a goal state is found. The updates in the queueand the visited list are very much like Dijkstra's single source shortest pathalgorithm [12] with the di�erence that the priorities in the queue are orderedaccording to the sum of the current path length and the heuristic estimate.The implementation of the priority queue as used in A* is as follows [11].Since both the generating path length and the heuristic estimate are integervalues and the priorities are bounded by a constant, the states can be kept indoubly-linked lists stored in buckets according to their priorities. Therefore,given a node reference insert and close can be executed in constant timewhile the operation deletemin increases the bucket index for the next node tobe expanded. If the di�erences of the priorities/estimates of successive nodes6



(01) class SearchProblem {(02) public:(03) SearchProblem();(04) virtual heuristic (State* S) = 0;(05) virtual goal (State* S) = 0;(06) virtual expand(State* S, State** Succs) = 0;(07) virtual input (State* S) = 0;(08) virtual vega(State* S) = 0;(09) }Table 2: Abstract problem representation in HSF. input de�nes the initialsituation and goal determines if the exploration is completed. expand generatesthe set of successors and heuristic approximates the distance to the goal. Lastbut not least vega de�nes the interface to the Java visualization system.(01) State* search(State* S) {(02) ht.insert(S);(03) pq.insert(S,sp.heuristic(S));(04) while (!pq.empty()) {(05) u = pq.deletemin();(06) if (sp.goal(u)) return u;(07) sp.expand(u, succs);(08) for(v = succs; v; v = v->next) {(09) found = ht.search(v->ps);(10) if (!found) {(11) pq.insert(v, v->f);(12) ht.insert(v);(13) }(14) else {(15) if (found->f > v->f) {(16) pq.close(found, found->f);(17) pq.insert(v, v->f);(18) ht.insert(v)(19) }(20) }(21) }(22) }(23) }Table 3: A* as implemented in HSF: S,u,v and found are states, ht is thehash table, pq is the priority queue and sp corresponds to the search problem.Reopening assumes that pq.close is trivial if found is not in pq and the a valueis always inserted to the front of the hash table list.7



are bounded by a constant, deletemin runs in O(1), too.The iterative deepening variant of A* (cf. Table 4) expands all nodes inthe search until the next horizon value has been reached. Note that Line (16)can be re�ned to \if (found->f <= v->f && f->pred != v->pred)", suchthat synonymous nodes with the same f -value are only expanded if they areencountered on the same path.Since interfaces in HSF were designed to serve single-agent search problems,the core of implementing the new protocol validator was to alter the SPINcode generator to produce c++-source for a single-state problem representationto be compiled and executed with di�erent search algorithms. Separating thesearch algorithm from the problem de�nition is probably the most importantcontribution. Now we can implement new search algorithms, hash functions andsolution length approximations without accessing SPIN-source.3.2 Search AlgorithmsWe assume an uniformly weighted problem graph, such that each state transitioncontributes 1 to the overall solution length. HSF-SPIN allows textual simulationto interactively search the space. On each expansion the user is prompted whichsuccessor state to take. This allows to debug an error once it has been found.In HSF-SPIN we modi�ed the static representation of states in HSF to allowdynamic state vector allocation, since the prede�ned maximum size of the vectoris too pessimistic in general. We concentrate on the changes according to thecombination of partial and heuristic search.Invoking partial search implies that a retrieved node might be an unex-pected synonym, since there is no way to distinguish a real duplicate froma false one. Therefore, reopening a node is very dangerous, since the infor-mation of generating path length and predecessor path length might be to-tally wrong. Subsequently, we omit reopening in both A* and IDA*. In A*\pq.insert(v,v->f)" in Line (17) is changed to \pq.insert(found,v->f)"such that \ht.insert(v)" in Line (18) is dropped. In IDA* we simply omit toreconsider the node found in the hash table (Line (16) and (18) in the implemen-tation of Table 4). This further accelerates the search and no memory for storingthe f -value is required. Note that reopening will not be encountered when theheuristic function is consistent, since this implies that the priorities f = g + hare monotonically increasing: f(u) = g(u) + h(u) � g(v)� 1 + h(v) + 1 = f(v).Fortunately, most heuristic functions satisfy this criterion.The lack of state space coverage in partial search is usually compensated byrepeating the search with restarts on di�erent hash functions. We implementeda set of universal hash functions [10] from which the current one is randomlychosen.
8



(01) State* search(State* S) {(02) thresh = sp.heuristic(S);(03) do {(04) fstar = maxf;(05) solution = step(thresh,S);(06) thresh = fstar;(07) } while (!solution);(08) return solution;(09) }(10) State* step(int thresh, State* u) {(11) sp.expand(u, succs);(12) for(v = succs; v; v = v->next) {(13) if (sp.goal(v)) return v;(14) found = tt.search(v->ps);(15) if (found) {(16) if (found->f < v->f)(17) continue;(18) found->f = v->f;(19) }(20) else(21) if (tt.size() < max)(22) tt.insert(v);(23) if (v->f > thresh) {(24) if (v->f < fstar)(25) fstar = v->f;(26) }(27) else {(28) found = step(thresh,found);(29) if (found) return found;(30) }(31) }(32) }Table 4: IDA* with a transposition table in HSF: S,solution,u,v and foundare states, tt is the hash table, max its capacity, maxf the maximum f -value,thresh and fstar the current and next threshold value and sp corresponds tothe search problem.
9



3.3 A* with Bit-State HashingFor the bit-state version of A* we omit the packed state description for eachfully expanded node, which is the list of visited nodes that are not contained inthe priority queue. For further compaction we separate the visited list from theset of horizon nodes such that for the latter only the executed move and link tothe predecessor of a node remain. These items is necessary since the access tothe priority queue is almost impossible to predict and through the uncorrelatedaccess on the horizon once the goal (e.g. the deadlock) is found, the solutionpath (e.g. the witness) cannot be generated.Bit-state hashing reduces the memory consumption of A* if the state de-scription length is large and the ratio of horizon list and the visited list is small;two objectives met in validating large protocols.3.4 IDA* with Bit-State HashingSince IDA* can track the solution path on the recursion stack no predecessorlink is needed. Therefore the transposition table in IDA* is represented by alarge bit-vector. A hash function maps a state S to position p(S). A state S isstored by setting the bit at p(S) and searched by querying p(S).Unfortunately, the bit-state transposition table is initialized in each iterationof IDA*, since neither the predecessor nor the f -value are present to distinguishthe current iteration from the previous ones. Since the bit-vector is large thisseems to be the only bottleneck of this approach. One solution to this problemsis to dynamically access the bit-vector depending on the number of expansions ofthe previous iteration and the branching factor, i.e. the ratio of nodes exandedin two successive iterations.3.5 Heuristics for Deadlock DetectionFor the sake of conciseness in the following we concentrate on heuristics fordeadlock detection. A deadlock arises if all processes of the protocol are blocked,i.e., no transition can be executed. The only exception is if all processes are ina valid end-state.Blind Search In this case the estimate h0 is always zero and a trivial lowerbound. Let g be the generating path length then A* with merit f = g+h reducesto breadth-�rst search. A complete exploration is but the only possibility toverify that no error is contained in the system.Non-Empty-Queues For this very simple heuristic we simply count the num-ber of non-empty-queues in the current state S:h1(S) = Xq2Q, q not empty in S 110



with Q being the set of queues. This contributes to the observation thatin several problems like the problem of the dining philosophers deadlocks weregiven when all communication queues indicate an underow. An analogousdeadlock situation for sending information into the channel is given if all queuesare full and signal an overow. This estimate is not a lower bound in general.Active Processes An intuitive idea is to count the number of active (ornon-blocked) processes in the current state S:h2(S) = Xp2P , p active in S 1with P being the set of processes. This estimate is a lower bound for allprotocols except for those in which rendezvous communication2 is used, e.g. ifafter a rendezvous of two processes, both block. The problem with this approachis that it is not very informative.Local Distances to a Dangerous State In this lower bound technique foreach pair of states of each �nite state machine M we pre-compile a matrixDM = (dij), where dij denotes the minimal number of transitions from state ito state j in M . Each matrix DM is computed with the all-pairs shortest-pathalgorithm of Floyd/Warshall in O(jM j3) time and O(jM j2) space [10]. Notethat jM j is very small in comparison to the overall search space.To calculate the estimate in the search of the overall state space we �rstdetermine the set of dangerous states in each FSM. A dangerous state is a statefrom which all transitions are dangerous. A dangerous transition in turn is atranstition which is not always executable. For example, a transition represent-ing an assignment is not dangerous but transitions representing operations overqueues or conditions over variables are not always executable. If all transitionsfrom a state are dangerous, it is possible that no transition is executable andthat the corresponding process is blocked. The idea of the estimate h3 is that ina deadlock, each FSM will be blocked in a dangerous state. Let P be the set ofprocesses,M(p) the FSM according to p, s(p) be the current state in M(p), andC(p) the set of dangerous states in p, with a send or receive operation. Thenh3(S) =Xp2P ming2C(p) dM(p)(s(p); g):The crucial point is that the minimum distances to the set of dangerousstates in each FSM are independent (each FSM has to reach its dangerousstate) such that the sum of the distances still serves as a lower bound estimate.2In rendezvous communication two processes perform a transition at the same time11



Local Information of Dangerous Queues A dangerous transition is a tran-sition that cannot always be executed. For the sake of simplicity we work onlywith message-passing protocols, in which only send and receive operations canblock a process. Therefore, only transitions representing such operations areconsidered as dangerous. A receive operation queue?message can block if thereis no message of the speci�ed type in the queue. A send operation is executableonly if the queue is not full. Let jqj be the length of the queue and qmax be itsmaximum. To block a receive operation there is a need of jqj steps. For a sendoperation qmax � jqj steps are necessary. Let Q(p; s) be the set of queues thatare accessed by process p in dangerous state s with either a receive (�) or asend (+) message then the re�ned heuristic h4 is formalized as follows:h4(S) =Xp2P ming2C(p)8<: Xq2Q�(p;g) jqj+ Xq2Q+(p;g) qmax � jqj9=; :Combining Dangerous State Distance and Queue Information Thefollowing estimate h5 includes the estimate information of h3 and h4.h5(S) =Xp2P 8<:dM(p)(s(p); g) + ming2C(p)8<: Xq2Q�(p;g) jqj+ Xq2Q+(p;g) qmax � jqj9=;9=;Estimates h4 and h5 are not lower bounds, since when computing the localbounds in many processes the impact of a queue may be added several times.Global Information The de�nition of dangerous state can be improved, in-cluding the requirement that the executability of a set of dangerous transitionsin di�erent FSM can always be executed: Not all combinations of dangerousstates of each FSM are dangerous. The reason is that the disjunction of theconditions of a set of dangeorus transitions has to be true.Therefore, the executability of a set of dangerous transitions is de�ned as thedisjunction of all conditions associated to each transition. For example if the setof transitions is T = fq?i; q!jg (transitions are represented by their operations),the executability of T is de�ned as_t2T cond(t) = cond(q?i) _ cond(q!j) = :empty(q) _ :full(q) � 1:The space of all combinations of transition is usually too large to be searchedcompletely. Therefore, to infer an informative heuristic we group some FSMsto get a partition of the search space not too large, but informative enough todetect inter-correlations of the FSMs. The estimates h6; h7, and h8 of h3; h4,and h5 are respective re�nements according to this observation.12



4 ExperimentsAll experimental results were produced on a sun Workstation, UltraSPARC-IICPU with 248 MHz.4.1 Dining PhilosopherIn the dining philosopher problem the heuristic evaluation functions have anexponential impact on the search. Table 5 depicts the results with respect tothe di�erent heuristics.We used a space limit of about 500 MByte and a time limit of about 10minutes. The A* algorithm with h0; h3 and h4 runs out of space �rst whilewith h6; h7 and h8 it runs out of time �rst. To get an impression on the timeand space complexity we exemplarily choose the 16-philosopher problem. A*with h1 generated 1940056 nodes of which 769892 were distinct. The spaceconsumption was about 500 MByte and the total search time about 2 minutes.Obviously, only h2 and h5 scale linearly for exponential savings in the explo-ration such that even minimal witnesses for deadlocks in very high depth canbe detected. In h2 the optimal number of nodes are expanded while A* withh5 expands about 1/4 nodes more than necessary. Solving the 200-philosopherwith h2/h5 generates 20902/40604 distinct nodes. In both cases the allocatedspace is about 100 MByte with a total search time of about 15 seconds.Table 6 shows the e�ect of increasing the inuence of the heuristic estimatorin the philosopher problem. Instead of using the priority f = g + h in A*,the derivate WA* applies f = g + �h with � > 1. We experimented with� 2 f2; 3; 4; 5; 10g. Since the heuristic is not longer a lower bound, the solutionlength will not be optimal. However, the search space can be signi�cantlyreduced. For the dining philosopher protocol we loose at most 4 transitionsin the solution length and for larger values of n we observe a similar scalingphenomena as above: For each value of � the number of expanded nodes areonly a constant number larger than the solution depth; 1067 for � = 2, 266 for� = 3, 249 for � = 4, 173 for � = 5, and 408 for � = 10.In Table 7 we have depicted the e�ect of changing the algorithm in thephilosopher problem (accoding to h1 and � = 1). We used A* with a hashtable of510509 entries (corresponding to about 500 MByte) and IDA* with transpositiontable of 100 thousand entries (about 100 MByte).Further on, we applied the bit-state hashing variant of A* with horizon-listand a visited list of 510509 entries. IDA* with bit-state hashing was invokedwith a bit-array of 10 million entries (corresponding to about 1.2 MByte).Since we have 4 states in each FSM the state space of the dining philosopheris larger than 4n. Note that even if assisting the original SPIN tool with theoptimal solution length, using the supertrace algorithm and letting it run overour time limit, it cannot solve large instances (n > 20) to this problem. It13



n l h0; h3; h4 h1 h2 h5 h6 h7; h8 lspin tspin2 10 13 11 10 10 11 10 11 143 14 23 16 14 16 15 14 18 224 18 54 23 18 21 21 21 54 755 22 124 34 22 26 38 27 66 806 26 356 55 26 31 54 32 362 4027 30 946 100 30 36 78 37 330 4228 34 2899 203 34 41 102 42 1362 17979 38 8018 446 38 46 428 47 1466 191510 42 24590 1027 42 51 962 143 94222 1240711 46 69429 2424 46 56 2200 216 9382 1231412 50 212033 5791 50 61 - - 46822 6938313 54 - 13914 54 66 - - 52744 6938614 58 - 33519 58 71 - - 162032 21325315 62 - 80844 62 76 - - 248930 32755516 66 - 195091 66 81 - - 914398 1:203� 10617 70 - - 70 86 - - 1:574� 106 2:071� 10618 74 - - ... ... - - 8:506� 106 1:180� 10719 78 - - ... ... - - - -... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...50 202 - - 202 251 - - - -... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...100 402 - - 402 501 - - - -... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...200 802 - - 802 1001 - - - -... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...Table 5: Counterexample path length l and number of expanded nodes to com-pute the minimal witnesses for the deadlock the scalable dining n-philosophersproblem. The results are compared with the solution depth lspin and the numberof transitions tspin when using SPIN.
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n l g + h1 g + 2h1 g + 3h1 g + 4h1 g + 5h1 g + 10h12 6*10 11 11 11 11 11 113 6*14 16 16 16 16 16 164 6*18 23 23 27 27 31 395 6*22 34 42 61 69 104 1416 2*26,4*30 55 93 199 189 158 2307 2*30,4*34 100 267 277 260 196 3248 1*34,5*38 203 866 302 285 210 3929 1*38,5*42 446 1086 308 291 215 43710 1*42,5*46 1027 1113 312 295 219 45311 1*46,5*50 2424 1117 316 299 223 45812 1*50,5*54 5791 1121 320 303 227 46213 1*54,5*58 13914 1125 324 307 231 46614 1*58,5*62 33519 1129 328 311 235 47015 1*62,5*66 80844 1133 332 315 239 47416 1*66,5*70 195091 1137 336 319 243 47817 -,5*74 - 1141 340 323 247 482... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...50 -,5*206 - 1273 472 455 379 614... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...100 -,5*406 - 1473 672 655 579 814... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...200 -,5*806 - 1873 1072 1055 979 1214... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...Table 6: Number of expanded nodes and solution lengths in the dining philoso-pher problem for WA* according to di�erent weightings.
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n l A* IDA* A* bit-state IDA* bit-state2 10 11 47 11 473 14 17 82 17 824 18 26 128 26 1285 22 42 187 42 1876 26 75 265 75 2567 30 149 376 149 3768 34 322 554 322 5549 38 734 881 734 88110 42 1723 1555 1719 155411 46 4105 3054 4086 305012 50 9850 6532 9751 652313 54 23714 14775 23182 1471714 58 57179 34509 533697 3411015 62 137965 - 109675 7962216 66 - - - 18268317 70 - - - 39844018 74 - - - 78149019 78 - - - 122653620 82 - - - 1484648Table 7: Number of expanded nodes and solution lengths in the dining philoso-pher problem for di�erent heuristic search algorithms.
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simply �nds no solution. Moreover, as Table 7 indicates, SPIN �nds solutionsat untractable depths.4.2 Optical TelegraphThe optical telegraph protocol ([25]) is a further scalable benchmark problemthat contains a deadlock. Each of the n station has two control units with accessto channels up and down for writing and receiving message from other stationsthat are arranged in a ring. Only one unit in each station can operate at a time.The Promela speci�cation of the protocol is depicted in Table 8. It has beenrewritten in a pure message-passing form.Tables 9 and 10 show the solution length and the number of expanded nodesaccording to di�erent heuristics as in the previous example. Searching for op-timal or near solutions with breadth-�rst search and the other implementedheuristic estimates results in thrashing computational resources.In contrast to the dining philosopher example SPIN scales very good in thisproblem. We assume that the traversal ordering in SPIN is close to optimal.However, the achieved solution lengths are not optimal. Applying WA* in h2with di�erent � values as depicted in Table 10 also allows to �nd the deadlockeven for a large number of stations. We observe that h2 with � = 2 scales verygood and yield optimal solutions. Larger values of � leads to solutions that arenot optimal. Surprisingly, all �-values larger than 3 result in the same numberof expansion and solution length.Table 11 shows the e�ect of di�erent heurisic search algorithms in this do-main (with h2 and � = 1). We used the same memory sizes as in the diningphilosophers example. As expected A* runs out of space, while IDA* runs outof time. In the �nal iterations of IDA* with bit-state hashing the number ofexpansions are comparably small: 14, 21, 42, 49, 622, 629, and 19511.5 Current and Future WorkPartial-order reduction as implemented in SPIN [22] is probably the most im-portant option to reduce search space to representives of equivalence classes ofpermuted independent statements. We currently re-implement partial-order asgiven in SPIN to signi�cantly speed up the directed search methods. Further-more, we will investigate, how nested-depth �rst search can be improved witha directed cycle-detection search. It has already been shown that nested-depth�rst search and partial-order methods can cooperate [23].For the long term we will develop an integrated protocol de�nition andvalidation system based on Promela speci�cations and integrate VIP, HSF-SPINand VEGA; briey reviewed in the following.
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#define NSTATIONS 4#define true 1#define false 0chan station_control[NSTATIONS] = [1] of {byte};chan up[NSTATIONS] = [1] of { byte };chan down[NSTATIONS] = [1] of { byte };mtype = { start, attention, data, stop, control }proctype station(byte id; chan in, out){ do:: in?start ->station_control[id]?control;out!attention;do::in?data -> out!data::in?stop -> breakod;out!stop;station_control[id]!control:: station_control[id]?control;out!start;in?attention;do::out!data -> in?data::out!stop -> breakod;in?stop;station_control[id]!controlod}init{ byte nstations=NSTATIONS;atomic{ do::nstations>0 ->nstations--;station_control[nstations]!control;run station(nstations, down[nstations], up[nstations]);run station(nstations,up[(nstations+1)%NSTATIONS],down[(nstations+1)%NSTATIONS])::nstations==0 -> breakod}} Table 8: The optical telegraph problem implemented in Promela.18



n l h0; h3; h4 h1 h2 h5 h6 h7; h8 lspin tspin2 14 42 46+2 15 45+2 33 14 16 174 26 1772 3063+4 168 2238+4 753 67 30 316 38 110746 278787+6 5198 142329+6 - 2414 44 458 50 - - - - - - 58 59Table 9: Counterexample path length l and number of expanded to computethe minimal witnesses for the deadlock the scalable optical telegraph problemwith n units. The results are compared with the solution depth lspin and thenumber of transitions tspin when using SPIN.
n l g + h2 g + 2h2 g + 3h2 g + 4h2 g + 5h2 g + 10h12 6*14 15 15 15 15 15 154 2*26,4*36 168 43 34 34 34 346 2*38,4*42 5198 74 57 57 57 578 1*50,4*56 - 111 84 84 84 8410 1*62,4*70 - 154 115 115 115 11512 1*74,4*84 - 203 150 150 150 15014 1*86,4*98 - 258 189 189 189 18916 1*98,4*112 - 319 232 232 232 13218 1*110,4*126 - 386 279 279 279 17920 1*122,4*140 - 459 330 330 330 330... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...30 1*182,4*210 - 914 645 645 645 645... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...40 1*242,4*280 - 1519 1060 1060 1060 1060... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...Table 10: Number of expanded nodes and solution lengths in the optical tele-graph problem for WA* according to di�erent weightings.19



n l A* IDA* A* bit-state IDA* bit-state2 14 15 22 15 933 21 94 189 94 2984 26 164 518 164 4805 33 2451 6253 2448 41716 38 5151 18113 5145 83777 45 77724 - 76246 1218758 50 174996 - 172314 264137Table 11: Number of expanded nodes and solution lengths in the optical tele-graph problem for di�erent heuristic search algorithms.5.1 VIPThe Visual Interface to Promela (VIP) supports visual editing and mainte-nance of v-Promela models, which in turn is a visual, object-oriented extensionto Promela [33]. VIP provides Promela code generation. The objective of thisresearch is to reconcile Promela with state-of-the-art visual modeling techniquesfor real-time systems, in particular UML-RT, and to provide suitable tool sup-port. VIP allows for the visual editing and maintenance of v-Promela modelsand provides a Promela code compiler. Later implementations will include re-sult interpretation, support for dynamic capsule structures and object-orientedconcepts at behavior and structure level.5.2 VEGAThe project VEGA [4] o�ers a distributed, convenient, and exible environ-ment for visualization. The base is a powerful client/server architecture wherethe algorithms themselves may run on a UNIX server. VEGA o�ers distributedvisualization and algorithms may be examined without need for software in-stallation. A small bandwidth communication interface guarantees good per-formance even in slow networks. The algorithm source code is safe, because itis executed on the server. With the VEGA C++ class library adapting exist-ing C/C++ algorithms to VEGA is made easy. The VEGA client interactivelydraws, loads, saves, and modi�es scenes of geometric objects. It can be usedto visualize algorithms on-line or to show saved runs o�-line. The algorithmvisualization may be adjusted to user preferences with view attributes. VEGAo�ers x�g and GIF export in addition to its own very simple �le format.VEGA is thought of a Web-Interface to support �nite state machine andmessage sequence chart visualization as in given in XSPIN and to merge itsfacets with the VIP tool. 20



6 Related WorkHeuristic search was applied to the area of protocol veri�cation by di�erentresearchers. On the symbolic validation side there are two approaches knownto the authors.Validation with Guided Search of the State Space [47] uses BDD-based sym-bolic search of the Mur� validation tool. The best �rst search procedure in-corporates symbolic information based on the Hamming distance between twostates. The other considered options target enlargement (error state is searchedbackwards with bounded depth), Tracks (approximation of pre-images) andGuideposts (explicit hints) are not solution length approximations.Directed Model Checking extends the �cke model checker with a symbolicvariant of the A* algorithm [42] in �nding bugs of scalable hardware circuitslike the tree-arbiter and the DME. The authors applied a backward, so-calledre�nement search to infer the estimate: The error speci�cation is broadcastedwithin the circuit until a given re�nement depth is reached.For single-agent search there is one piece of work integrating A* like explo-ration for protocol veri�cation entitled the PROVAT strategy [34]. The systemassumes that the two only available protocol operations are send and receive.The authors describe two di�erent kinds of heuristics: global heuristic and moveordering heuristics. Both approaches split into three parts for di�erent kinds oferrors: Unspeci�ed reception, deadlocks and channel overow. Global heuris-tics correspond to the ordering of the priority queue of the horizon nodes andin case of deadlock detection, the estimate is the weighted sum of the numberof states that try to receive message from empty queues from and the numberof states that try to send a message to a full queue. For ordering the movesreceive operations are considered �rst with ties broken in favor to the shortestqueue.The best result on the X.21 protocol was found on a channel size of 4.PROVAT expands 3.4 % of the nodes of exhaustive search to locate all deadlockstates. Unfortunately, due to the development of partial and symbolic searchmethods this research branch was not pursued for a long time.Omitting the predecessor information in the A* algorithm for the bit-stateversion seems possible. Bidirectional and frontier divide-and-conquer searchmethods [29, 31] bypass memory requirements for the visited list and searchwith the horizon list exclusively. In order to retrieve the solution path in theexploration, the search process is invoked from both the init and the goal stateuntil an intermediate state is found, on which the problem is divided.Very recently symbolic model checking techniques are encountering AI plan-ning, as the di�erent aspects traditional planning [15], non-deterministic plan-ning [7], universal planning [9], conformant planning [8], and directed plan-ning [14] indicate. Since planning is in fact model checking [18], protocolveri�cation share similar properties. In fact communication protocols specifynon-deterministic planning problems with resources - a current hype research21



topic in AI. However, a single-state veri�cation planner has not been developedalthough it has recently been shown that some standard LTL speci�cations canbe parsed into conditional operators with quanti�ed e�ects [44]. The approachto parse LTL speci�cation in the problem description language seems unnatural,since the opposite is by far more apparent.Therefore, our approach provides another bridge for the gap between AI-planning and veri�cation. Since Promela speci�cations have the expressivenessto deal with variables and suited to concurrent processes, Promela can serve asa input language for non-deterministic planning problem with resources. Thegoal can be encoded to violate a certain assertion such that directed searchmethod can be applied.Note that heuristic search is currently the most e�ective approach in plan-ning. Four of �ve honored planning systems in the general planning track ofthe AIPS-2000 competition at least partially incorporate heuristic search. Intraversing huge state spaces of all combinations of grounded predicates they allrely on inadmissible estimates. Fortunately, the competition problem instancesyield good solutions even when invoking non-optimal planning algorithms.7 ConclusionProtocol veri�cation and directed search can cooperate. We have presented avivid research branch to e�ectively search for errors in protocol speci�cationswith current heuristic search techniques that incorporate information to reducethe search space by magnitudes, although the information encoded in the heuris-tics is relativly weak. For example the values in the state distance matrices donot adequately respect the number of receive and send operations accordingto the number of elements in the queue. Establishing good estimates for theactual number of transpositions without necessarily encounter a combinatorialexplosion is the most challenging research topic in the near future.The problem of determining whether an arbitrary message passing systemcontains deadlocks is a PSPACE complete problem [24]. However, focusing aspeci�c protocol with heuristic estimates at hand directed search detects er-rors even in large depths. Our implementation provides an e�cient interfacefor any single state space exploration algorithm. Validating liveness propertiescorresponds to detect cycles in protocol execution and to apply nested searchprocedures [23]. The directed approach can contribute to this approach, search-ing for the state we started from.Acknowledgment S. Edelkamp and A. Lluch Lafuente are working in a DFGproject entitled Heuristic Search and its Application in Protocol Validation.
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